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Abstract 
When computing on a (generally) uncountable topological structure d, such as the topolo- 
gical field of real numbers R, one must by necessity compute on a set of concrete approxima- 
tions P for d. One way to do this is to represent the original structure d using P in such a way 
that computations on P transfer to approximate computations on d. Two such representa- 
tions are considered, domain representability and representability by formal spaces, and these 
are compared for the class of locally compact regular spaces. It is shown that for locally com- 
pact regular spaces the two representations are equivalent over P for natural sets of approx- 
imations P. In addition it is shown that under rather general conditions, a continuous function 
between topological spaces represented by formal spaces over PI and 4, respectively, lifts to a 
continuous function between the corresponding domains, the ideal completions of PI and P2. 
0. Introduction 
When computing on a (generally) uncountable topological structure d, such as the 
topological field of real numbers IR, we must by necessity compute on a set of con- 
crete approximations P for d. One method is to represent the original structure d 
using P in such a way that computations on P transfer to approximate computations 
on d. In this note we consider and compare two such ways of representing locally 
compact regular algebras. 
The first way is using domains. Given a topological space X we find an appropriate 
ordered set of approximations P for the elements of X and then consider the domain 
P, the ideal completion of P. The domain P will be an algebraic complete partial 
order (cpo) and often consistently complete. Then we consider a subset A of total ele- 
ments, where the domain theoretic notion of totality has a reasonable justification in 
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terms of approximations. Total elements are not necessarily maximal. Nonetheless 
consistent otal elements, that is elements having a common upper bound, denote or 
represent he same “real” element in X. We define an equivalence relation on 7t by 
Z - J if Z and J are consistent. Then our representation is successful if we have that 
pt /- and X are homeomorphic spaces, where Pt is given the (relativised) Scott topol- 
ogy and Pt I- the quotient topology. 
The other way we consider is using formal spaces. Again we have an ordered set of 
approximations P for X and we define a covering relation < over P, or rather a set of 
generators 9 for 6, such that Pt(P,Y), the space of points of the formal space (P,%), 
is homeomorphic to X. Recall that a point is a filter over P satisfying a certain closure 
property with respect o the covering relation. 
The general question we consider is how and to what extent these methods are 
related. Here we give a partial answer when considering representations of locally 
compact regular spaces. It is shown in [ll] that there is a canonical way to represent 
locally compact regular spaces using domains, in the way described above. Given 
such a representation Ptl- we define sets of generators 91 and 92 for a covering rela- 
tion over P such that the points with respect o 31 are exactly the total elements pt 
and then 92 selects exactly one representative from each equivalence class in ptt/-. 
This is the content of Section 2. In Section 3 we consider the converse, namely given a 
formal space (P,9) what are the corresponding notions of “large” ideals (besides only 
Pt(P,$)) and equivalence relation, analogous to the ones for totality and consistency 
we obtained in the canonical construction. Finally we give sufficient conditions on 
formal spaces (PI ,31) and (Pz ,%) guaranteeing that each continuous function 
-- 
f: Pt(Pl,%l) + Pt(P2 ,%) extends to a continuous functionf: PI + E between the 
corresponding domains. 
We make no mention here of effectivity conditions. However, it is clear that the 
main and perhaps only motivation for considering representations of topological alge- 
bras using approximations is to study effectivity. For discussions of effectivity using 
domain representations see e.g. [2, 3, 111. Effective formal spaces are discussed in [8]. 
1. Preliminaries 
We start by recalling some basic notions from domain theory. For the basic theory 
of domains we refer to [9]. 
Let D = (D; L , I) be a partial order with least element 1. A set A E D is said to be 
directed if A # 0 and for each x, ye A there is ZE A such that x E z and y c z. D is a 
complete partial order or cpo if every directed set A G D has a supremum (denoted 
UA) in D. An element a in a cpo D is said to be compact if whenever a c UA, where A 
is directed, then there is XE A such that a L x. The set of compact elements in a cpo D 
is denoted by D,. The cpo D is algebraic if for each XE D, the set 
approx(x) = {aE D, : a L x} 
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is directed and x = u approx(x). A cpo D is consistently complete if whenever x, YE D are 
consistent in D, that is have an upper bound in D, then the supremum x u y of x and y exists 
in D. A consistently complete algebraic cpo is sometimes called a Scott-Ershov domain. 
A partial order P= (P; E , I) with least element _L is a conditional upper semilattice 
with least element (abbreviated cusl) if whenever {a, b} G P is consistent in P then 
a u b exists in P. The set of compact elements DC of a Scott-Ershov domain D is a cusl. 
Let P = (P; E ,I) be a partial order with least element 1. Then I c P is an ideal 
if Z is directed and closed downwards, that is, if 
(i) IEZ, 
(ii) ifaEZandbFathenbEZ,and 
(iii) if a, bE Z then (3ce Z)(a c c & b 5 c). 
The principal ideal generated by aE P is the set [a] = {bE P : b c a}. Note that when 
P is a cusl then (iii) may be replaced by 
(iii’) if a, bE Z then a u b exists in P and a u bE I. 
Let P = (P; c ,I) be a partial order with least element 1. Then let P= {I c P : Z an 
ideal} and define the ideal completion of P to be the structure P=(P, E, [_L]). 
Theorem 1.1 (Representation Theorem). (i) Let P be a partial order with least element 
1. Then the ideal completion P= (P; E , [I]) 1s an algebraic cpo. Furthermore, the com- 
pact elements PC is the set of principal ideals PC = {[a] : aE P} and the map z : P+pC 
dejined b-y l(a) = [a] is an order-preserving bijection. Zf P is a cusl then P is a Scott- 
Ershov domain. 
(ii) Let D = (D; E , I) be an algebraic cpo. Then DC % D, where the isomorphism is wit- 
nessed by an order-preserving bijection. 
The appropriate topology on an algebraic cpo D = (D; c, I), corresponding to the 
order theoretic notion of continuity, is the Scott topology: UC D is open if(i) XE U & 
x ~yay~ U, and (ii) XE U*(3aEDc)(aEx & aE U). Note that the sets Ba= {z.~ 
D : a ~z}, for aE DC, form a topological base for the Scott topology. When consider- 
ing an algebraic cpo as a topological space we assume that D has the Scott topology. 
We now introduce a notion of domain representability. This notion was formalised 
in [l l] but it has appeared in various forms in the literature, e.g. in [3,4, 10, 121. 
Definition 1.2. A topological space X is domain representable if there is an algebraic 
cpo D, a subspace DXG D and a surjection vx : DX + Xsuch that U G Xis open if, and 
only if, vxt (U) is open in Dx. 
We say that (D, Dx, vx) is a domain representation of X. Note that when defining an 
equivalence relation - on DX by 
then the condition on vx asserts precisely that Dx /- and X are homeomorphic spaces 
when the former is given the quotient topology. 
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We now recall some basic notions from the theory of formal spaces. We follow [8], 
but see also [5,7] and the comprehensive [6]. 
A neighbourhood system P=(P; < ,A) is a partial order with greatest element A. 
Elements a, be P are consistent if there is CE P such that c < a and c < b. For U, VG P 
we define the formal intersection UA V of U and V by 
UA V= {ae P: (32.4~ U)@uE V)(a<u & aGO)}. 
A relation Cov between elements of P and subsets of P is a covering relation on P if 
(i) aE U * Cov(a, U), 
(ii) ad b in P * Cov(a, {b}), 
(iii) Cov(a, U) & (VIE U)Cov(u, V) =S Cov(a, V), and 
(iv) Cov(a, U) & Cov(a, V) * Cov(a, UA V). 
For ease of readability we write a< U for Cov(a, U). Our (implicit) conventions 
used for denoting elements of P and subsets of P should clearly distinguish the cover- 
ing relation Q from the partial order d in P. 
For 99 c P x p,(P) we denote by <g the least covering relation containing 29, that is 
the covering relation generated by 3. 
Definition 1.3. Let P be a neighbourhood system and let $2 G P x Q(P). 
(i) A formal space is a pair (P, <) where < is a covering relation on P. 
(ii) The pair (P,3) is apresentation of the formal space (P, ~9). 
Let (P, <) be a formal space. Then we extend 6 to a relation on Q,(P) by, for U, 
I/G P, 
u< v w (VUE U)(u < V). 
Sets U and V are equivalent, U - V, if U< V and V< U. It follows from the axioms of 
a covering relation that - is an equivalence relation. We denote the equivalence class 
containing U by [U]. If U= {a} we simply write n for [U]. We define 
9(P,<)={[U]: US P} 
and order 9(P, <) by [U] < [ V]W UQ V. We write 5(P,9) for 9(P, < 9). Recall the 
notion of a frame from, for example, [6]. 
ProPOsitiOn 1.4. Let (P, <) be a formal space. Then 9(P, <) is a frame where 
[U]A[V]=[UAV] and yffGl=[ \r’,a]. 
Conversely, each frame is isomorphic to F(P, <) for some formal space (P, <). 
AJilter F over a neighbourhood system P is dual to that of an ideal. That is, AE F, 
aE F and a < b implies be F, and if a,bE F then there is CE F such that c < a and c < b. 
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A point m of a formal space (P, <) is a filter such that for all UE P and U E P, 
(*I aEm&adU*mnU#@. 
The set of points of (P, <) is denoted by Pt(P, <) or, when considering presentations 
(P,??), by Pt(P,9). Note that in order to verify that a filter m is a point in (P,3) it 
suffices to verify (*) for all (a, U)E 9. 
The topology put on Pt(P, 9) is the one generated by the basic open sets 
Thus the open sets are precisely the sets 
lJ* = U{a* : aE U} for UE P. 
We clearly have U - V* U* = V*. The frame 9(P, <) has enough points if the con- 
verse holds, that is for every U and V, U* = V* + U - V. This means that the frame 
9(P, <) is isomorphic to the frame of open sets of Pt(P, <). 
Let P= (P; < ,A) be a neighbourhood system and let Pd be the partial order 
obtained from P when reversing the order d . Then it is clear that Pt(P,@ is an alge- 
braic cpo under inclusion and that the topology defined above is the Scott topology. 
In fact, Pt(P,$) = PT, the ideal completion of Pd. 
2. Representations of locally compact regular spaces 
In this section we briefly recall the method of representing locally compact regular 
spaces by domains or, more generally, algebraic cpo’s described in [ 111. Then we give 
the corresponding representation of the topological space as a formal space, observ- 
ing the precise connection between the two representations. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space and let P= P’ u {x) where P’ is a family 
of non-empty compact subsets of X. Then P= (P; c ,X) is a compact neighbourhood 
system for X if the following conditions hold: 
(i) if F, FIE P and FnF’ # 8 then there is GE P such that G c F n F’, and 
(ii) if XE U, where U is open, then (3 FE P)(xE F” & F c U), where p is the interior 
ofF. 
Each locally compact Tl space X is regular. In fact, for such a space the family of 
compact neighbourhoods of each point is a base for its neighbourhood system. Thus 
X(X) u {X} is a compact neighbourhood system for X, where X(X) is the set of all 
non-empty compact subsets of X. When considering notions of effectivity, which we 
will not do in this paper, we must have a compact neighbourhood system which is 
computable (see [8, 111). 
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Example 2.2. For the reals R we choose 
~={[a,b]:a6b,anda,b~~}u{[W}. 
Clearly P = (I?; G, R) is a computable structure. Furthermore P is closed under inter- 
section. 
Now we fix a locally compact regular space X and a compact neighbourhood sys- 
tem P for X. We say that a filter I c P is total if for all filters J and K 
This is a standard notion of totality for domains or algebraic cpo’s specialised to our 
situation (see [l] or [9]). When the above conclusion holds for filters J,K E P we say 
that they are consistent. 
For proofs of the following propositions we refer to [ 111. 
Proposition 2.3. Let P be a compact neighbourhood system for the locally compact reg- 
ular space X and let I, J G P be-filters. Then 
(0 n 1 z 6 
(ii) I and Jare consistent if, and only if, (n Z) n (n J) # 8. 
(iii) Z is total if, and only if, (’ I is a singleton. 
For XE X let Z,= {FE P : XE FO}, It follows from condition (ii) of Definition 2.1 
that 1, is a filter. 
Proposition 2.4. (i) n Ix = {x} .
(ii) If J c P is ajlt er and n J= (x> then 1, G J. 
Theorem 2.5. Each locally compact regular space is domain representable. 
We just isolate that part of the construction which is important for our discussion 
in this paper. Given a locally compact regular space X we consider a compact neigh- 
bourhood system P for X and we let D = Pt(P,@, the set of filters over P. Then we set 
Dx as the set of all total filters and let vx : Dx + X be the surjection defined by 
vx(Z)=xe f-Jr=(X). 
For a proof that OX satisfies Definition 1.2 we refer again to [ 111. 
Thus we see that the domain representation consists of two steps: (i) the total 
filters are determined and (ii) the total filters representing the same element in X 
are identified. When representing X as a formal space (P, 3) we do something similar. 
First, as above, we isolate the total filters using a set of generators 61. As for the 
second step we have no means of identifying filters. Instead we define a set of genera- 
tors $2 which for each XE X picks out exactly one total filter representing x, 
namely 1,. 
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Definition 2.6. Let P be a compact neighbourhood system for the locally compact reg- 
ular space X. 
(i) 91 is the following set of generators over P: 
F<{GiE P: iEZ} if FC u GP, 
iCl 
where Z is an arbitrary index set. 
(ii) $2 is the following set of generators over P: 
F<{GEP: GcFO}. 
First we show that 31 determines the total filters. 
Lemma 2.7. Let m be a$lter over P. Then m is a total$lter if, and only if, me Pt(P,Yl). 
Proof. Suppose m is a total filter, say nm= {x}. Let Fern and consider a generator 
Fd{G;:i~z} in%l.Thus 
so for some in Z, Gi E IX g m, where the latter inclusion follows from Proposition 2.4. 
Thus me Pt(P,%l). 
For the converse, assume mePPt(P,Yl). In particular, m is a filter, so nm # 8. Let 
XE nm and let YE X be distinct from x. We must show that y P nm. Let U be open 
such that XE U and YE U and let HE P be such that XE Ho and H c U, It suffices to 
show that HE m. Again we may choose compact KE P such that 
For ZE K we choose Gze P such that ZE G! and G,nK=@. This is always possible by 
regularity. Then 
XCHOU u{G!:zeK}, 
that is Xb {H} u { Gz:zg K} is in 91. Clearly G,E m for ZP K since XB: G,. It follows 
that HE m by virtue of rnE Pt(P,%l). 0 
Lemma 2.8. Let m be a totalfilter over P. Then rnE Pt(P, 92) if, and only if, m = I, for 
some XE X. 
Proof. To see that ZXs Pt(P,%) let FE I, and consider the generator F d {GE P: 
G~Fo}.Sincex~FothereisG~Psuchthatx~Go~G~Fo,i.e.thereisG~Fosuch 
that GEZ,. 
For the converse assume that m is total and rnE Pt(P,%) and let nm= {x}. By 
Proposition 2.4, Z,sm. Let Fern. Then, since mEPt(P,%), there is G~rn such that 
G cF”. But XE G so XE PO, that is FE Zx. Cl 
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Combining Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 we obtain 
Theorem 2.9. Let X be a locally compact regular space and let P be a compact neigh- 
bourhood system for X. Let 91 and 92 be the sets of generators given above. Then 
We still have to show that Pt(P,glug$ is homeomorphic to X. Define 
@ : X + Pt(P,QI u 92) by Q(x) = IX. Then @ is surjective by Theorem 2.9 and injective 
by the TI condition on X. To see that @ is continuous consider a basic open set F* for 
FE P. Clearly F* = {Ix : XE F”} and hence QJ -I [F*] = F”. To see that @ is open note 
that for U G X open we have 
@[U]=U{F*: FS U}. 
Thus we have shown 
Theorem 2.10. Let X be a locally compact regular space and let P be a compact neigh- 
bourhood system for X. Let 991 and 92 be the sets of generators given above. Then 
Our next concern should be the representation of continuous operations. However, 
for this we refer to the general Theorem 3.7 in the next section. 
We conclude this section by proving that B(P,Yr u 32) is a locally compact 
regular frame. These notions, for frames or formal spaces, are defined below before 
Theorem 2.15. 
First we characterise the covering relation. 
Lemma 2.11. Let FE P and U G P. Then 
F< U-F0 sU{GO:GE U}. 
Proof. We prove the only if direction by induction on the covering relation F Q U. The 
basic cases are trivial as are the generators from 31. It also holds for generators from 
92 since P is a compact neighbourhood system. For the inductive step suppose first 
that V c P, F d V and for each HE V, H < U. Then by the induction hypotheses, 
Finally, assume that U = VI A V2 and that F d VI and F < VZ. Inductively we have 
F” cU{G” : GE VI} and F”~kJ{Ho : HE V2}. 
Thus, for XE F” there is GE VI and HE V2 such that XE G”nHo. But then there is 
KE P such that XE K” E K E Go n Ho. In particular, KE U. 
For the converse direction assume that F” E U { Go : GE U}. If F” = 8 then F < U 
by 92 and the transitivity of d . When F” # 0 there is HE P such that HE F”. Thus 
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H<UbyYi.Butby% 
F< {HEP: HcF”} 
so FQ U by transitivity. 0 
Corollary 2.12. Let Us P. Then [U]=IuU {FO: FE U} =8, where I is the least 
element in 9(P, 91 V 32). 
Recall, e.g. from [6], that in a frame A an element x is way below an element y, 
denoted by xey, if whenever y < V S where S 2 A is directed then there is SE S such 
that x d s. We now characterise the way below relation on P for the frame 
Y(P,% u 32). Below we simply write F for FE 9(P, 91~32). 
Lemma 2.13. Let F. GE P. Then Fe G w F s Go. 
Proof. The case when G = X is trivial so assume G # X and F e G. Let 
S= {[{HI,..., H,}]E~(P,~~u~~):H~~G~,~B~). 
Then S is directed and V S= [{H : H s GO}]. Since P is a compact neighbourhood 
system it follows that Go = U { Ho : HE Go} and hence, by Lemma 2.11, G < V S . 
Choose [{HI,..., H,}]ESsuch thatF< {HI,..., Hn}. Then, again by Lemma 2.11, 
F”cHf’u...uH,OcH1u...uH,,~Go 
that is F c Go. 
For the converse assume F & Go and let S= {[Vi] : iE I} be directed such that 
GQ VS=[LJ{Ui: i E Z}]. Then, by Lemma 2.11, 
FE G”~u(Ho : (3iEZ)(HE Ui)} 
and hence, by compactness, there are HI,. . . , H, covering F such that HjE Uq. It fol- 
lows that F< {HI,. . . , Hn) < v ([UjJ :j= 1,. . . , n} and hence, by S being directed, 
thereis[U]ESsuchthatF<[U]. 0 
The well inside relation coincides with the way below relation for 9(P, 91 u ‘32). 
Recall, e.g. from [6], that in a frame A an element x is well inside an element y, 
denoted x Q y, if there is ZE A such that x~z=l and yvz= T. 
Lemma 2.14. Let F, GE P. Then F< G in R(P, 31 v $92) if, and only if, FG Go. 
Proof. Assume that F < G and let U E P be such that [(F} A U] =I and 
[{G}uU]= T. It follows that XE Go u U{H”: HE U} and, by Corollary 2.12, that 
U { F n H : HE U} has no inner points. From the latter it follows that if XE F then 
x@H”forHEU,thatisxcGo. 
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Conversely, assume that Fc_G’and let U={HEP: Fn H=Q)}. Thus [{F)r\U]= 
1. If XE Go then XE F and hence there is HE P such that XE Ho c H c X \ F. Thus 
X~G”u~{Ho:H~U},so[{G}uU]=T.ThusF<G. Cl 
A frame %(P,g) or a formal space (P,??) is 1ocaZly compact if x=[{a~P : aax}] 
for each XE %(P, 9). Similarly, (P, 9) is regular if x = [ (ae P : n c x}] for each x. 
Theorem 2.15. The frame %(P,~I ~292) is locally compact and regular. 
Proof. Follows from the above characterisations using the generators 92. 0 
Corollary 2.16. The frame %(P,9lu292) has enough points. 
Proof. It follows from the axiom of choice that every locally compact frame has 
enough points. 0 
3. Locally compact regular formal spaces 
In the previous section we considered a particular way to represent a locally com- 
pact regular space as a domain and as a formal space and we gave a precise connec- 
tion between the two representations. Now we briefly consider the following 
problem. Given a locally compact regular formal space (P,9), what is a correspond- 
ing domain representation of Pt(P,%). We define a notion of large filters in p, which 
in our situation generalises the domain theoretic notion of total filters, and show that 
these provide a domain representation of Pt(P, 9). 
Definition 3.1. Let (P, <) and (P’, <‘) be formal spaces. Then (P, <) and (P’, 6’) are 
isomorphic formal spaces, (P, <) g (P’, <‘), if there is a bijection 4: P +P’ such that 
(i) 4 is an isomorphism between P and P’ as ordered sets, and 
(ii) a<U=4(a) <‘4[U]forallacPand UsP. 
Given (i) it clearly suffices that (ii) holds for each a < U in a generating set 3. 
Example 3.2. (See [5], [6] or [S]). Let P={(p, q) :p, qEQ u {-CO, oo} &p<q} and 
order P by 
(p, q) 6 (r, s) e r <p < q d s. 
Then P = (P, <) is a neighbourhood system with greatest element A = (-co, co). Let Y 
consist of the following set of generators: 
(Rl) (P,~)~C(P’,~?:P<P’<~‘<~$ for(p,qkP, 
WI A d CC-m, d, (P, ~0)) whenp<q. 
Then Pt(P,%) g R. 
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Note that the formal space given above is not isomorphic to the space (P, 91 u 32) 
of Section 2, where P is taken from Example 2.2, since P and P are not isomorphic. 
Of course, the generated frames are isomorphic since they have enough points and 
their point spaces are homeomorphic. 
Consider the formal space (P,3) from Example 3.2. It is easy to see that the set 
I, = {(p,q) : p (: x <q} is a point for each XE R. However, as an element of the domain 
generated by P, ZX is not total when XE Q. For then the filters 
J={(p,q):p<x<qI and K={(p,q):p<x<qI 
extend ZX but they are not consistent. 
Definition 3.3. Let (P, 3) be a formal space. 
(i) A filter I over P is proper with respect o (P,Y) if UE Z * n # 1. 
(ii) A filter Z over P is large with respect o (P, ‘3) if there is rnE Pt(P, 9) such that 
m c I. 
Each me Pt(P,B) is a proper and large filter. For the formal spaces (P,‘Sl u 92) 
given in Section 2 the notions of large and total coincide. 
We show that each formal space (P, 3) which is locally compact and regular has a -- 
domain representation (P, PI, u), where A consists of the filters which are proper and 
large with respect o (P,Y). First we need some basic facts which we prove for com- 
pleteness. We denote the topological closure of a set A by cl(A). 
Lemma 3.4. Let (P, 9) be a formal space with enough points. Let aE P and U c P. Then 
n 2 u H cl(a*)c u*. 
Proof. Suppose n < U and let VE P be such that [VA{~}] =_L and [U u V] = T. Let 
mEcl(u*). First note that VA m=8. For otherwise for some VE V, me v*, and hence 
u*na* # 0 contradicting [V~{a}]=l. For CE m we have that c < Uu V and hence it 
follows that mn U # 0, that is me U*. 
For the converse assume that cl(a*) E U* and let I’= {be P : nr\6 =I}. Then 
clearly [Vr\{a}]=l. To show that P<UuV let be P. If 6=1 then bQ0b UuV. 
Thus we assume that 6 # _I_ and conclude that b is inhabited since (P, 9) has enough 
points. Let rnE b* and suppose rn+z U *. Then mecl(a*) and hence there is corn such 
that 0 = a*nc* =({a}~{c})*. It follows that cTAT=J_ and hence CE Vso me V*. Thus 
b* E U* u V* = (U u V)* and hence b d U u V, again since (P, 3) has enough points. 
This shows that n < U. Cl 
Lemma 3.5. Let (P, 9) be a locally compact regular formal space. Then each large prop- 
erjlter Z contains exactly one point. 
Proof. Suppose Z is a proper filter containing points m and n and suppose UE n. Let 
6 Q z be such that bE n. Then for each CE m, there is de Zsuch that d < b, c and d # I. 
It follows, from Lemma 3.4, that a~ m. q 
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We denote the unique point contained in a large proper filter Z by mI. We let PI be 
the large proper filters and we say two such filters Z and .Z are equivalent, I- .Z, if 
mf=mJ. The large proper filters serve as a domain representation of Pt(P, 9). 
Theorem 3.6. Let (P,‘S) be a locally compact regular formal space. Then PI I- g 
Pt(P,q. 
Proof. Define 4 : A / - + Pt(P, 9) by &[I]) = ml. Then 4 is a well-defined bijection. 
To show that $ is continuous let a E P. Then U 4- ‘[a*] = { ZE 4 : aE mr} . We show that 
U@‘[a*]= {ZE A : (36<ir)(beZ)j 
and hence conclude that 4 -‘[a*] is open. If aE ml then by regularity there is 6 < a 
such that bg mr s I. Conversely, suppose b E Z is such that 6 4 n . As before, it follows 
that for each CE~I, SAC # I and hence b*nc* # 8. Thus rnIE cl(b*) z a*, that is 
aEm1. 
To show that 4 is open let U c A / - be open. Then for each rnE Pt(P, c!?), 
so 4 is open. 0 
Finally, we consider the problem of giving domain representations of topological 
algebras. More generally, we want to represent continuous functions between topo- 
logical spaces by continuous functions between the representing domains. Our last 
result shows that this is always possible under very general conditions. 
Let (PI,~I) and (P2,%2) be formal spaces and let f: Pt(Pl,Yl)+Pt(P2,92) be a 
continuous function. It is known (see [8, Theorem 2.111) that if (Pl,%l) has enough 
points then there is a unique frame morphism f *: 9(P2,%2)+F(Pl,Yl) which 
induces f, that is, 
f(m)= {bE P2 : (3aE m)(n <f*(6))}. 
In fact,f* is defined by f *([U])= [{ae Pl : f [a*] E U*}]. 
Theorem 3.7. Let (PI, 91) and (P2 ,%2) be formal spaces and suppose that (PI,??,) has 
enough points and that P2 is a (reversed) cusl. Then each continuous function 
f: Pt(P1, 91) + Pt(P2, 92) 
has a continuous extensionf: PI + A. 
Proof. Givenflet f * be the unique frame morphism inducingf. Definef: PI + P2 by 
f(Z)= {be P2: @aeZ)(a<f*@))). 
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Then f(Z) is closed upwards by the monotonicity off*. Given bt,b~~f;(Z) choose 
CII,CE~E I such that sii < f*(&). Choose a~ Z such that a ,<at,az. Then 
so b1&2~f(Z), that isf(Z) is a filter. Clearlyfis monotone. To show thatyis contin- 
uous let ZE A and let bef(Z). Choose aeZ such that a <f*(6). Then ‘?b~f(?a), 
where ‘?c is the principal filter generated by c. Thusfis continuous and an extension 
off. cl 
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